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colonial administrator has,  wittingly or unwittingly, taken
him as their example or followed in his footsteps.'1
When Sir Robert Sandeman first began to develop his system
in Baluchistan, about 1875, he had found 'the tribal organiza-
tion in a state of rapid decay and the power and influence of
the tribal leaders much diminished5.2 In 'Iraq, at the outbreak
of the war, the tribes, especially those on the lower Euphrates,
were in much the same state as a result of Ottoman attempts
alternately to crush or settle them and to break or conciliate
their leaders. The Turkish Government had at all times
regarded the tribal Arabs as savages who, from sheer malicious-
ness, opposed the Government while in reality they were
primitive communities still leading an existence so untouched
by the benefits of civilized government that they could compre-
hend no other form of life than that postulated by their own
codes and customs. The Government policy until the appoint-
ment of Midhat Pasha as Wall of Baghdad in 1869 aimed at
the forcible conversion of the tribesmen from outlaws to
obedient citizens without providing the means to live as such,
or without arousing even a spark of the respect by which tribal
obedience might be secured.
Midhat Pasha8 approached the tribal problem from the
standpoint of the land. His method was to sell mm or state
lands for small periodical payments, giving mm tapu sanads
(state-land title-deeds) which, while not conferring actual
ownership, gave security of tenure. These topic sanads were to
be open to holders of doubtful titles, to villagers who cleaned a
canal or planted a garden and to all shaikhs of tribes for their
1 Bruce, Col C. E.,J.jR.C. Asian Soc., January, 1932, p. 60. For details of
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8 For the career of this noted Turkish official, whose reforming influence ex-
tended throughout the Ottoman Empire, and to whom the Turkish Constitution
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